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QUESTION 1

All of the following describe design intent of an operational database EXCEPT: 

A. record the day to day operations of the company 

B. maximize the speed of inserts and updates to the database 

C. enhance reporting through foreign keys and indexes 

D. facilitate performing specific functional tasks 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer has specified a maximum of two report processes for the application. Whilemonitoring the application, the
developer notices that only one report process is running. 

Which ofthe following would account for this? 

A. The number of affinity connections per BI Bus is set too high. 

B. The configuration size for the application is set too low. 

C. The number of low affinity connections has been exceeded. 

D. The number of report requests is too high. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following describes a disadvantage of using the dimensionally modeled relational(DMR) technique to
access a normalized data structure? 

A. does not allow access to all relational items in Query and Report Studio 

B. may increase the time needed to fetch required data 

C. does not allow access to member functions 

D. may bypass aggregate aware tables 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following statements describes the critical differences between a managed reportand a query? 

A. A managed report is intended to be run on a regular execution schedule from a backgroundbatch process whereas a
query is run interactively. 

B. A managed report is authored by trained developers whereas a query is authored by eithertrained developers or end
users. 

C. A managed report is intended to be run on a regular execution schedule whereas a query isintended to be authored
and run on-demand. 

D. A managed report prompts users for run-time parameters whereas a query does not. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A user makes the following request:"I need to see the number of flights throughout the year thatarrived or departed
more than 15 minutes early or late by origin and destination airport, by carrier,and by time of day. I want to see if the
number of flights delayed is greater for large carriers orsmall carriers."This request requires clarification to make the
user\\'s intention clear. 

Which of thefollowing will NOT further clarify the user\\'s request? 

A. Determine if origin and destination airports should be considered joined pairs (for example,from DFW to ORD) or as
separate dimensions. 

B. Determine if 15 minutes is the only significant grouping of late or early departures or arrivals. 

C. Determine the definition of a large and small carrier. 

D. Determine if Date and Time of Day should be split into separate dimensions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

WhileCognos BIwill support any data warehouse design, which of the following designs doesCognos recommend for
new warehouse development? 

A. Operational Data Store 

B. Dimensionally Modeled Relational 

C. Normalized Enterprise 

D. Dimensional Bus 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

When deploying an application from a development environment to a production environment, which of the following is
correct when each environment uses a separate LDAP instance? 

A. There are no issues because the Access Control List (ACL) references the same usernames. 

B. Use theCognos BIsecurity objects. 

C. Do not useCognos BIsecurity unless you are deploying your application using Series 7Cognos Access Manager for
authentication. 

D. There are no issues because LDAP objects are always replicated between the environments. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following allows greatest flexibility in formatting but generally has the lowestinteractivity with the users? 

A. Analysis 

B. Query 

C. Dashboards 

D. Managed Reports 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

When comparing two differently grained facts directly against one another, the developer must: 

A. either write a union query or two reports that roll both facts up to a common level 

B. either roll up the lower grained fact to the higher level or allocate the higher grained fact to thelower level 

C. declare determinants at multiple levels in the dimensions of a DMR Framework Managermodel 

D. ensure that all conformed dimensions shared by the facts have the same number of levels 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

In the Key Performance Indicator (KPI) process flow diagram shown below, which Cognos 8components are normally
associated with the \\'Source Information\\' step? 
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A. Enterprise Planning and Data Manager 

B. Enterprise Planning and Report Studio 

C. Analysis Studio and Metric Studio 

D. Analysis Studio and Data Manager 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A user makes the following request:"I need to see actual sales compared with projected sales,and margin range for
branches within each division, by product line, sales rep by sales manager,and cost center over time." Based on the
user\\'s request, Actual Sales and Projected Sales havebeen identified as required measures. 

Which of the following other measures would be includedin an initial dimension map? 

A. Unit Cost 

B. Average Sales 

C. Discount Amount 

D. Sales Variance 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12

A company records when customers check into a service center. If there are too many customerswaiting for the number
of service representatives on hand, a manager wishes to be notified by ane-mail that contains a report showing the
current condition. 

Which of the following Cognos 8Components would BEST address their needs? 

A. Office Connection and Report Studio 

B. Data Manager, Event Management, and Office Connection 

C. Office Connection and Query Studio 

D. Event Management and Report Studio 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 13
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Using the diagram below to install and configureCognos BI, which of the following componentswill NOT address
automatic failover? 

A. Cognos BIContent Manager (Active) 

B. Cognos BIContent Manager (Passive) 

C. Cognos BIReport Server 

D. Cognos BIGateway 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

A company wishes to coordinate the anticipated hiring activities of all of the departments in agiven division of the
organization. The CEO has mandated a limit of 50 total new hires for thecoming fiscal year. The various departments
must coordinate future hiring. The CEO would alsolike to see reports comparing the projected hiring vs. the actual
number of new hires bydepartment. 

Which set of Cognos 8 components BEST supports the company\\'s needs? 

A. Planning and Report Studio 

B. Report Studio and Analysis Studio 

C. Event Studio and Report Studio 

D. Planning and Data Manager 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the recommended configuration size for Cognos 8 on a Windows 2003 Serverenvironment, and why? 

A. Small or medium because Cognos 8 can only allocate 2 GB of memory per process. 

B. Small because Java consumes half of the 2GB of RAM that can be allocated per process. 

C. Small or medium because Cognos 8 can take advantage of the switch that allows 3GB of RAMper process. 

D. Medium or large because Windows 2003 can allocate up to 4 GB of RAM per process. 

Correct Answer: A 
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